Soul Prompts

Hey Girl Hey! I'm so excited that you are here and are taking the
first steps towards your journey of freedom and a life filled with
passion and light.
You are f*cking amazing and have all the potential within you to
create the life you desire.
All it takes is some deep diving and discovery into what lights you
up and tuning into your unique gifts.
Chances are you are multi-passionate and have so much in you
for the Universe to support. Acknowledging these passions is the
first step.
Once we bring to light your gifts, the true fun begins where you
can EARN MONEY and CREATE THE LIFESTYLE OF YOUR
DREAMS.
Grab a pen and let's do some kick-ass self-discovery work that will
be stepping stone to building the profitable business of your
dreams.

Soul Prompts
List your Unique Gifts. List 10 things about yourself that you value
about yourself <3.

Make a long list of things you enjoy. It can be anything taking
walks, doodling, baking, getting a manicure. List 10 things.

Soul Prompts
What one of these things can you today? Write it down and
schedule it in!

Choose one of these passions. How can you solve a problem
that others have surrounding it?
If you love organic beauty and know many people are interested in it too but
don't know what brands or where to even learn and buy products. How can
you help them?
Can you create a Resource Guide of You Tubers and Bloggers they can follow
Share what products you recommend on an FB Live and/Or Instagram Post
List 5 ways you can solve a problem for someone else.
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CREATE IT!
It is so much fun to create when you are coming from a place of
passion.
Seriously, brainstorming is fun, but the inspired action is where the
magic happens.
It may not be your future cash cow or exactly what you want to build
your business on, but you are unlocking the potential that shows you
how you can create from your soul.
What did you create?
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Bonus Points...Share It!
Why not show your soul's creation off! It may seem scary AF, but
the world needs you and your gifts.
Where did you share?
FB or IG? Your co-workers and/or family?
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WANT TO GO DEEPER?
We have uncovered passions and what brings your real joy and we
have even tied your passions to something tangible that you can
create.
Your Purpose may be tied to your passions or your passions may
lead you to your purpose and that is still being unearthed.
When discovering your calling ask yourself how can you serve the
world and solve a problem that is close to your heart?
What do you feel called to do?
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We have just started to explore what you have inside you that
maybe you didn't even know existed.
I'd love to be part of your journey as we bring out more of this
magic and light to the surface.
This is the stuff that will lead the way to epic-ness! You 100%
already have it. Wouldn't it be amazing to draw it out and turn it
into the life you have been dreaming about?
Check Out my 1:1 Private Coaching options so we can start delving
deep.

